PLATINUM SPLIT TWIN - WALL MOUNT
Key Features
• Greater cooling capacity
• Dual evaporators
• No ducting required
• Standard and 24V thermostat options available
• Liquid-temperature-measuring bottle probe
• Flexible installation
• 55°F temperature differential between cellar
environment and condensing unit intake air

Features
At WhisperKOOL, we have created a Platinum Split Twin system using two Platinum evaporators. This system offers the proven
performance of the traditional Platinum Split, but provides double the cooling power. The internal components and outer
housing have remained practically unchanged, simplifying installation and maintenance. Like the traditional Platinum Split,
the Platinum Split Twin system can be installed in the cellar or fully ducted. The dual evaporators ensure that the efficiency and
coverage of the system’s cooling power can be maximized.
The evaporators feature the same convenient removable front panels (for ease of maintenance) as the traditional Platinum
Split. Each evaporator puts out 270 cubic feet of air per minute, and when ducted is virtually silent. This system makes use of
WhisperKOOL’s liquid-temperature-measuring bottle probe, which monitors the actual temperature of the wine to ensure that
it is being kept at the correct temperature. The Platinum Split Twin’s combination of quiet operation, doubled cooling power,
flexible installation options, and ease of maintenance make it a dynamic addition to the WhisperKOOL split system line.
NOTE: The Platinum Split Twin system must be installed by a qualified HVAC-R technician. Failure to have the system installed by a qualified
technician will void the warranty.

Specifications
Model

9000

Cellar Size

Approx. 3000 cu. ft. (Each wine cellar is unique and has specific cooling requirements. Heat load calculations should

BTUh w/90°F air entering

8500

CFM

270

Dimensions

Evaporator: 20.5”W x 15.5”H x 16.1”D

Refrigerant

R-404a

HP

1/2

Voltage Rating

115V (15-amp dedicated circuit required)

Weight

Evaporator: 80lbs

Condensing Unit: 67 lbs

AMPS (starting/running)

Evaporator: 2/1

Condensing Unit: 27/7.3

dBA

58.5

Drainline

1/2” ID clear plastic tubing (not provided)

Installation

Evaporator units are installed in the cellar. Condensing unit is installed outside in a protective
enclosure.

Thermostat

Remote digital display (connected to master)

Temp. Delta

55°F temperature differential between cellar environment and condensing unit intake air

Warranty

2 year (parts and labor)

the condenser coil

always be performed prior to selecting a cooling unit.)

Condensing Unit: 20.5”W x 15.5”H x 16.1”D

Optional Accessories

C

Exterior Condenser Housing, 24V Thermostat Conversion Kit
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